6.30pm Introductions
• Gwyn Jones, Director Association of Sustainability
Practitioners
• Robbie Gillett, Adfree Cities

At What Cost?
consumerism and
climate change.
July 20th 18:30-20:00
(UK)

6.45pm Speakers
• Hannah Morris: Can consumption and production
lessons, learnt from Covid-19, assist
Pembrokeshire’s climate emergency policymaking?
• Robert Barnard-Weston: How much are we, as a
global culture, addicted to economic growth? How
much does our economic system contribute to
addiction in us as individuals?
• Elizabeth Harrop: New report for Adfree Cities on
how irresponsible advertising and consumerism
violate the environment and international human
rights law, & using that in advocacy.
7.20pm Discussion
• Samuel Hyde, researcher for the At What Cost
report will launch the discussion

8pm Close

Can Consumption
and Production
Lessons from Covid19 Assist
Pembrokeshire’s
Climate Emergency
Policymaking?
Hannah Morris

Structure of Presentation
• Overview of Dissertation

• Findings from Dissertation

• Final Remarks and Questions
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Background
• Covid-19 brought considerable changes to everyday lifestyles, leading to the
question as to whether this could mark an onset for a more sustainable
consumption transition?
• Case-study research design of Pembrokeshire’s experience, exploring
recommendations for the county’s CE policy.

• Data collected through secondary data analysis and semi-structured interviews
of professionals in sustainability and energy.
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Research Questions
1. What is the relationship between restrictions imposed by Covid-19 and
more sustainable consumption and production behaviours in Wales?
2. How can changing consumption and production patterns help address
the climate emergency in Pembrokeshire?
3. What climate emergency policy recommendations should be put in place
in Pembrokeshire?
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Findings from DataAn Emerging Field of
Research

Changes to Transportation
• “There has been a massive change in terms of the way people are working as
people are not travelling to work anymore. It is really positive in terms of the

reduction in transport emissions” (Interviewee C, 2020).
• “ We may see those people who were previously taking trains and buses now
moving to cars” (Interviewee A, 2020).
• “It is possibly slightly naive to think active travel would continue through the
winter when it is raining and freezing cold” (Interviewee A, 2020).
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Changes to Energy Consumption and Production
“There has been a huge shift in electricity consumption

between April to June this year versus April to June last
year” (Interviewee E, 2020).

“More of our demand has been met by renewable sources
this year due to low consumption, which has been great”
(Interviewee B, 2020).

“Field energy consumption has shifted massively from
business and the workplaces to home and domestic”

(Interviewee H, 2020).
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(Armstrong, 2020)

Changes to Food Consumption and Production
Covid-19 has created “opportunity in terms of how we
make it easier for everybody to be more sustainable”
(Interviewee F, 2020).

“Food waste has gone down because people are at
home more and making considered decisions. I

certainly found that to be the case” (Interviewee A,
2020).
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(Spiske, 2016)

Changes to Consumer Purchasing
“Moments of change, and this being a big one of them, are good opportunities to change

behaviour” (Interviewee A, 2020).
“Covid-19 has been a huge shift in how we were doing things, but it wasn’t that difficult, it

was just that we had too. I hope that people remember that although it was difficult in the
beginning, people adapt and get used to it” (Interviewee E, 2020).

“People spending more time in and spending money in their communities”

(Interviewee B, 2020).
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Final Remarks
• Humans' responsibility to assist decision makers
towards a more sustainable and equitable
future.
• With the unprecedented nature of Covid-19, a
study with a larger sample size and longitudinal
time framework is suggested.
• This dissertation revealed the critical
importance of studies that uncover the impact
of Covid-19 on Sustainable development and
climate.
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(Baumeister, 2021)

Thank you for listening! Any Questions?

Contact details:
asp.hannahmorris@gmail.com
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How can we recover from the accelerating downward spiral?

The Alcoholic’s Dilemma: Double Bind

The Carboholic’s Dilemma: Double Bind

Have we hit Rock Bottom yet?

Cake or Death?

“The most difficult challenge
facing humanity is not devising
solutions to the energy crisis or
climate crisis or population
crisis. Rather, it is bringing
narratives and stories of the human
journey into our collective
imagination that can empower us to
look beyond a future of great
adversity and see a future of great
opportunity.”

Gregory Bateson

Duane Elgin: ‘Choosing Earth”

Robert Barnard-Weston
RABW@ME.COM

How irresponsible advertising and consumerism violate the
environment and international human rights law

About my new report for Adfree Cities
Elizabeth Harrop
elizabeth@libertyandhumanity.com

At What Cost?
consumerism and
climate change.
July 20th 18:30-20:00 (UK)

https://adfreecities.org.uk/our-reports/at-what-cost/

Why I wrote the report
• Adfree Cities
• Work within framework of international human rights law
• Climate change impacting on human rights - how can human
rights law support earth rights?
• Interest in business and human rights; UN Global Compact 2000

The “new normal” we now live in
Doom-mongering by activists is now mainstream chat among world leaders
Security Council Debate: UN Security Council, Climate and Security, 23 February 2021

“If we continue on our current path we will face the collapse of everything that gives us
our security: food production; access to fresh water; habitable ambient temperature; and
ocean food chains. And if the natural world can no longer support the most basic of our
needs, then much of the rest of civilization will quickly break down.”

David Attenborough

President Emmanuel Macron, France

“Out of the 20 countries most affected by conflict
in the world, 12 are also among the most
vulnerable countries to climate change”.

“The climate and security nexus is already impacting Africa… (and is) a multiplier of
existing threats to international peace and security… examples abound of the
consequences: the drought-stricken horn of Africa, the drying of the Lake Chad basin, the
shrinking Sahel and Savannah grasslands, have worsened economic vulnerabilities
and set in motion political, demographic, migratory dynamics that increase the
threat of insurgency and violent extremism.”

President Uhuru Kenyatta, Kenya

“By abandoning the poor in our fight against climate change they will become
increasingly discontent with the system which may lead to further conflict and
social inequality”
António Guterres UN Secretary-General

Traditionally conservative RSPB embracing activism

https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/campaigning/revive-our-world-england/

In the 1972 bestseller Limits to Growth (LtG), the authors concluded that, if
global society kept pursuing economic growth, it would experience a decline
in food production, industrial output, and ultimately population, within this
century.
Effectively, humanity can either choose its own limit or at some point reach
an imposed limit, at which time a decline in human welfare will have
become unavoidable.
Four scenarios explored. The two scenarios aligning most closely with
observed data (CT and BAU2) indicate:
• a slowdown and then halt in welfare, food, and industrial production over
the next decade or so
• which puts into question the suitability of continuous economic growth as
humanity’s goal in the twenty-first century

https://advisory.kpmg.us/articles/2021/limits-togrowth.html

The triple nexus of conflict, climate change and the socioeconomic impacts of COVID-19

Marcelo Ebrard Casaubon, Minister for Foreign Affairs
of Mexico

•

Global extreme poverty rose in 2020 for the first time in over 20 years as the
disruption of the COVID-19 pandemic compounded the forces of conflict and
climate change

•

About 120 million additional people are living in poverty as a result of the
pandemic, with the total expected to rise to about 150 million by the end of
2021.

https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/poverty/overview
https://blogs.worldbank.org/opendata/updated-estimates-impact-covid-19-global-poverty-lookingback-2020-and-outlook-2021

“The COVID-19 pandemic has shown that
international security can no longer be
understood solely through the lens of
traditional threats…. The situation of food
insecurity, water scarcity, droughts or
floods – which are aggravated by the
effects of climate change – have reached
alarming levels in several regions, but impact
above all, those communities that are already
mired in conflict and especially women.”

WFP estimates that the number of acute food insecure people in its
countries of operation could increase from 149 million pre-COVID19, to 270 million, a 82 per cent increase compared to the number
of acutely food insecure pre-COVID.
https://www.unocha.org/sites/unocha/files/GHRP-COVID19_July_update.pdf
https://www.wfp.org/publications/wfp-global-operational-response-plan-2021

The UN General Assembly Resolution
on the Right to Food 2021 recognizes:
“the complex character of food insecurity
and its likely recurrence owing to a
combination of several major factors, such
as
• the effects of the global financial and
economic crisis,
• environmental degradation,
desertification and the impact of global
climate change,
• as well as poverty,
• natural disasters,
• armed conflicts,
• drought,
• excessive volatility in commodity prices
• and the lack in many countries of the
appropriate technology, investment and
capacity-building necessary to confront
its impact”
https://undocs.org/en/A/HRC/46/L.11

Between 720 and 811 million people
in the world faced hunger in 2020 –
as many as 161 million more than in
2019. Nearly 2.37 billion people did
not have access to adequate food in
2020 – an increase of 320 million
people in just one year.

https://www.wfp.org/publications/global-report-food-crises-2021

http://www.fao.org/documents/card/en/c/cb4474en

In such a context, how is
the production of billions of
things we do not need, OK?
The “new normal”
hasn’t quite sunk in …

Global Humanitarian Needs 2020

Global Ad spend 2020

US $40 billion

US $557 billion
- Promoting consumption

x 14
=

- Exacerbating climate
change; a key driver of
humanitarian crises
- Environmental and human
rights impacts

…
…

https://undocs.org/en/A/HRC/47/L.19

This international legal framework = advocacy opportunities

The current Charter-based bodies are the
Human Rights Council and its subsidiaries,
including the Universal Periodic Review
Working Group and the Advisory Committee.

https://indicators.ohchr.org/
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/vaw/int/treaty-bodies/
https://research.un.org/en/docs/humanrights/charter

https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/treatybodyexternal/TBSearch.aspx

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/ISSUES/BUSINESS/Pages/BusinessIndex.aspx
https://www.ohchr.org/en/hrbodies/hrc/wgtranscorp/pages/igwgontnc.aspx

See report for full tables
Or here: https://adfreecities.org.uk/our-reports/at-what-cost/international-human-rights-treaty-articles/

https://www.bmj.com/content/367/bmj.l7022

Fashion

Things to think about:
Is the concept of sustainable growth (SDG 8) now an oxymoron?
- How to square everyone’s right to decent work; to an adequate standard of
living with a growing world population; the climate crisis (esp affecting
countries with high poverty/who are not responsible for it); deepening
inequality; and the retention / growth of wealth by the super-rich.
Have we got to a point where sustainability = regression?
• Has to be about regeneration not sustainability – restoring nature’s
depleted assets?
• Sustainability = trying to consume our way out of the climate crisis/buying
green clothes/reusable bags/green cars – it’s still producing and its still
buying
• Regeneration also means relinquishment = we stop excess producing,
we stop excess buying – need not want must become the new normal?

How to engage business owners and policy makers who benefit
financially from extraction and consumption?
• How much is carrot, how much is stick?
• How much is ‘show them love’; how much is we demand change and
accountability – who is the “we”?
• How much is individual responsibility, how much is systemic
barriers/failings?
• Legislate; guidance; incentives; penalties; name and shame; cooperation;
partnerships; social norms change (plus, plus)?

Thank you for joining us
Download this presentation here: https://libertyandhumanity.com/asp-event-on-consumerism-and-climate-change/
Additional Links:
ASP: https://sustainabilitypractitioners.org/join-asp/
Biodiversity and Food Systems (UN Food Systems Pre-Summit): https://libertyandhumanity.com/themes/environment/biodiversity-food-systems/

The climate-conflict-poverty nexus: the emerging UN narrative https://libertyandhumanity.com/the-climate-conflict-poverty-nexus-the-emerging-un-narrative/
UN Security Council, Climate and Security - Security Council Debate, 23 February 2021
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T0ZV7vV6Mdc
PM Boris Johnson's address to the UN Security Council on Climate and Security: 23 February 2021
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/pm-boris-johnsons-address-to-the-un-security-council-on-climate-and-security-23-february-2021
Internal displacement global report 2020 https://www.internal-displacement.org/global-report/grid2020/ (2021 report due out in May 2021)

UNHCR C-19 Situation Report 13 July 2020 https://www.globalprotectioncluster.org/wp-content/uploads/13072020_UNHCR-Global-COVID-19-Emergency-Response.pdf
GPC, Situation Report #7 on COVID-19 https://www.globalprotectioncluster.org/wp-content/uploads/GPC-SitRep_August_FINAL_7_updated.pdf
COVID-19 disorder tracker https://acleddata.com/analysis/covid-19-disorder-tracker/
WEF, Global Risks Report 2021 http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_The_Global_Risks_Report_2021.pdf
How Covid-19 Is Fuelling Unrest in the US https://acleddata.com/2021/03/04/a-national-emergency-how-covid-19-is-fueling-unrest-in-the-us/
MOD Global Strategic Trends https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/771309/Global_Strategic_Trends_-_The_Future_Starts_Today.pdf
WFP Global Update on Covid-19 November 2020 https://www.wfp.org/publications/wfp-global-update-covid-19-november-2020
WFP from outbreak to action https://www.wfp.org/publications/outbreak-action-how-wfp-responded-covid-19
WFP Global operational response plan 2021 https://www.wfp.org/publications/wfp-global-operational-response-plan-2021
WFP social protection around the globe 2021 https://www.wfp.org/publications/wfps-work-enabling-social-protection-around-globe-2021
Global Humanitarian Overview 2021 https://reliefweb.int/report/world/global-humanitarian-overview-2021-enarfres
Global Humanitarian Response Plan C-19 https://www.unocha.org/sites/unocha/files/Global-Humanitarian-Response-Plan-COVID-19.pdf

“It is not enough to fight for the land; it is even more important to enjoy it” …
“One final paragraph of advice: do not burn yourselves
out. Be as I am – a reluctant enthusiast…a part-time
crusader, a half-hearted fanatic. Save the other half of
yourselves and your lives for pleasure and adventure.
“It is not enough to fight for the land; it is even more
important to enjoy it. While you can. While it’s still here.
“So get out there and hunt and fish and mess around
with your friends, ramble out yonder and explore the
forests, climb the mountains, bag the peaks, run the
rivers, breathe deep of that yet sweet and lucid air, sit
quietly for a while and contemplate the precious
stillness, the lovely, mysterious, and awesome space.“

Edward Abbey

“When despair for the world grows in me
and I wake in the night at the least sound
in fear of what my life and my children’s lives may be,
I go and lie down where the wood drake
rests in his beauty on the water,
and the great heron feeds.
“I come into the peace of wild things
who do not tax their lives with forethought of grief.
I come into the presence of still water.
And I feel above me the day-blind stars
waiting with their light.
For a time I rest in the grace of the world, and am free.”

Wendell Berry

https://libertyandhumanity.com/themes/ecopsychology-poetry-and-art/

Join the ASP community
ASP exists to connect, challenge and support sustainability
practitioners as we learn together how to move from unsustainable
to sustainable practices. The “challenge” could come from an
awareness and ability to “sense” and embrace the challenge
between the head and the heart; or between the status quo and
what we dream of; or from being brave and welcoming the
challenging of our views and assumptions. The three together —
connect, challenge and support — offer many possibilities for
growth, change and transformation; of us as individuals, as a
collective and of the world around us.
We create learning events and other opportunities for people to
meet face-to-face and online. ASP Members and Associates
collaborate on projects, proposals and as an informal support
network generating ideas and guidance.
It is important that this learning happens in an inter-generational
context to ensure the hard-earned experience and wisdom
amassed as we live our lives and as we pursue our careers, is
available to the younger generations in a way and at a time that is in
service of them. Their own creativity, wisdom, concerns, opinions
and priorities shape this process so they can make wiser choices
about their future and the futures of those that follow.
The role of the elders is then to step back and, when invited, to
support the younger generations on their journey along their chosen
pathways.

Our members are varied and include students, nature facilitators,
international development and human rights in business
professionals, environmental corporate social responsibility focal
points, start-up entrepreneurs, authors, creatives, academics, and
organisational and community change agents.
If you want to join these conversations and create collaborative
actions that contribute to create a sustainable future just
click https://sustainabilitypractitioners.org/join-asp/

https://youtu.be/7uNKf9bA6hI

